What is a Podroof® Roof Kit?

Our Podroof kits are made with durability and usefulness in mind.

 Truly unique and affordable.

✔ Specifically designed roof for shipping containers
✔ Pre-engineered
✔ Weather-protected steel parts
✔ Kits come ready to assemble
✔ Permanent or temporary, portable shelter
✔ All standard kits are 20 feet in length
✔ Made in the USA
✔ Backed by a 20 year warranty
What does a Podroof® Roof Kit have to offer?

✔ Designed for quick and easy construction
✔ Standard kits provide 20 or 40 feet of covered space between containers
✔ Kits can be combined end-to-end for longer lengths
✔ Can be disassembled, transported and re-assembled
✔ Roof attaches to container pin points for secure attachment
✔ Wind and snow load ratings vary per kit design
✔ Optional gutters and paint colors
✔ Lead-time is approximately three weeks
✔ Set-up and containers are not included

What are Podroof® Roof Kits used for?

Storage for vehicles, boats, & Warehouse Storage equipment

Work stations

Roof Cover for extended Warehouse Storage

General Shelter for People & Livestock

Hunting shelters, Cabin, or even a Home
Gable
Gable roof kit which attaches on the outside corners of the shipping containers

Gambrel
Gambrel roof kit which attaches on the inside corners of the shipping containers. Container covers included.

Cover kit
Roof Cover kit available with standard or standing seam panels

Custom
- Custom amount of space between containers (40 feet maximum)
- Gable or gambrel roof type
- Custom length
Paint Color Options

- Ash Gray
- Burnished Slate
- Charcoal
- Fem Green
- Hawaiian Blue
- Koko Brown
- Saddle Tan
- Cobalt Blue
- Crimson Red
- Desert Sand
- Solar White
- Light Stone
- Polar White
- Rustic Red

- Standard galvanized panels with acrylic finish
- Painted option - panels, trim and hardware
- Gutter option - galvanized or painted
Payment Options

Paying for your roof kit is easy!
We accept:

- PayPal
- Financing
- Credit Card
- Check
- Direct Bank Transfer

- 3 weeks lead-time (approximate)
- Free delivery (continental U.S.)
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